15MCSS125

Attach the 4 solid walls (Sides and Backs) to the upper internal frame piece thingy.

Attach lower internal frame piece thingy.
Note : In photo above it’s shown solid, the
production piece has center cut out so
you can install windows later if you like.

Identify the the 4 front walls with the
window frames in them and lay them out
in front of the model as shown.
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Glue the 4 front wall pieces to the model
At this point in the build you have a decision to make, if you want to paint the window frames
as show in the product video, now is the time to do that, If you want the window frames to be
the same color as the rest of the model you can start gluing the other facade pieces on now.

If you are painting your window frames a different color, you can still use the tabs sticking
out from the internal frame piece thingies to align the facade pieces and glue them to each
other (but not to the building yet).
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Lay out the roof pieces taking note of the angled edges and now they fit together.

Attach the roof pieces. It’s helpful to
have the facade pieces on the model
at this point even if they are not glued
on. Having them on helps you get the
door pieces on straight and at the right
level across the bottom of the pieces.

You are almost done. If you are painting the
window frames a different color as explained on
the product video, paint them now. then paint
sides and back of the main building as well as the
facade pieces with the building color of your
choice. Then paint the roof pieces. Once
everything is dry, attach the facade pieces and
you are done.
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